1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Human genome carries a median of 18.4 Mb of large structural variations (SVs) (\>50 kb) per diploid genome. Multi-allelic copy number variations (CNV) and duplications (median length larger than 10 kb) are prominent [@b0005]. To date, despite technological advances and a rich repertoire of sequencing methods, the characterization of large complex structural variation with exact breakpoints remains costly and of note, highly demanding.

In the clinic, such hurdles need to be overcome. Indeed, quality of diagnosis for rare complex structural rearrangements would be remarkably improved, if exact breakpoints could be detected with base-pair-resolution. Further, accurate breakpoint mapping, gene identification with high accuracy, precision, and robustness for those being rearranged may empower clinical diagnosis. A clear insight into the pathogenesis of the genomic landscape sheds light into the molecular mechanisms of the genetic rearrangement in question.

A clinical phenotype of severe developmental delay (DD), possibly indicating a nested or large SV, may serve as a paradigm. For someone to explore the molecular mechanisms that generated such a SV, a multi-step approach is presented that consists of cytogenetic pre-screening, next generation sequencing (NGS) of a region of interest, followed by clinical phenotype interpretation and conformational SV analysis. Cytogenetic approaches (or optical mapping) allow for low resolution genome screening. Notwithstanding, insertions and deletions can also be detected by CNV analysis (short-read sequencing). Next, NGS enables the in-depth characterization for the genome regions of interest. Due to a high number of false positive variant calls, emphasis may be put on the SVs that are validated by cytogenetics. Using NGS, breakpoints can be detected along with the genes or their parts involved in the rearrangement of interest. The latter may be validated further by Sanger sequencing and/or long-range PCR coupled by NGS. Functional studies, although at their infancy, may validate datasets and hypotheses and enable clinical insights.

Herein, we build on the principles and strategies of clinical cytogenetics and present encountered challenges in the identification of large germline structural variants. Long read sequencing technologies hold promise as a theranostics roadmap and for this, a specific technical aspect of a clinical case with known complex structural rearrangement was selected for the demonstration. State-of-the-art methodologies were employed and integrated to allow for high diagnostic accuracy. To this end, the added value of multi-omics and 3D cell co-cultures is a potenital path towards better-informed decision-making in the clinic and clinically relevant biomarkers.

2. Cytogenetic approaches for exploring disease phenotypes {#s0010}
==========================================================

In the last 62 years, since the identification of the exact chromosome number in a diploid human cell by Tjio and Levan in 1956 [@b0010], great advances occurred in the field of cytogenetics, not only in terms of the technology itself, but also highlighting genotype-to-phenotype associations via the study of chromosomal structural variations. A great plethora of different staining and banding techniques emerged, together with the development of the fluorescent *in situ* hybridisation (FISH) and comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) methods to interrogate the structural phenomena of the human genome [@b0015].

Chromosome G-banding, historically, has been the most widely adopted chromosome banding and staining technique, based on the partial trypsin digestion of the chromosomal protein scaffold followed by Giemsa staining of fixed metaphases [@b0020]. The characteristic bright and dark chromosome bands were associated with chromatin types; bright bands represented lightly packed and usually actively transcribing euchromatin, whereas heterochromatin (densely packed, mostly inactive) was observed by dark bands. The signature sequence of those bright and dark bands was dependent on the level of chromosome condensation and thus, it was directly associated with the resolution of the analysis (smaller, more densely packed chromosomes yielded less bands of low resolution, when compared to the longer, less condensed chromosomes). Overall, the resolution of the analysis was highly dependent on the chromosome region *per se*, except for the aforementioned methodological aspects.

In 1985, Landegent and colleagues mapped the first single-copy human gene to a specific genomic location using FISH [@b0025]. The latter, soon, became one of the gold-standard methods to explore chromosomal loci of interest as well as smaller, hard-to-observe structural variants by banding techniques. Deletion and duplication syndromes, such as DiGeorge or Prader-Willi and Beckwith-Wiedemann or Potocki-Lupski syndromes, respectively as well as other microdeletion/duplication events affecting human health were routinely diagnosed using FISH, being a widely established method in the field of clinical genetics [@b0030].

In brief, when performing a FISH experiment, multiple specific chromophore labeled oligonucleotide probes, complementary to the region of interest (ROI), are applied to the fixed metaphase slides. During the hybridisation process, which involves partial DNA denaturation and renaturation, the probes attach to their specific location along the ROI. After the removal of excessive non-bound and poorly bound probes and addition of a counter-stain to visualise chromosomes and/or nuclei, the ROI are usually visualized as coloured dots on the counter-stained chromosomes or interphase nuclei by a fluorescent microscope system. Upon analysis, depending on the number of ROI copies present in the chromosomes studied, there may be single, double or multiple signals detected in the metaphase (or interphase) nuclei. Overall, FISH is a relatively straightforward method, when interrogating relatively simple structural rearrangements using up to three different probes. Challenges arise when mapping complex chromosomal rearrangements utilising multiple probes is desired, accompanied by technical and financial burdens, as expensive equipment (additional optical filters) and technical skills become indispensable. It should be also noted that there may be a profound crosstalk among multiple probes, as their emission spectra may be too close to each other and hence, available filters cannot eliminate such non-specific signals [@b0035]. Consequently, the number of the available fluorescent filters of the microscope system limits the maximum number of the probes applied per FISH experiment. Adding further to the complexity and cost of FISH experiments, if prior knowledge is not present regarding the SV of interest, mutli-colour FISH (mFISH), spectral karyotyping FISH (SKY FISH) and multi-colour banding FISH (mBAND FISH) approaches are required [@b0040].

For larger chromosomal CNV (deletions and insertions) screening, CGH (comparative genomic hybridization), which is also known as metaphase CGH, was the first method employed. CGH is based on the comparison of a fluorescence-labeled control vs. the metaphase chromosomes of a sample, hybridized on glass slides and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy [@b0045]. The method has several limitations due to cell culture demands and non-specific fluorescent signals during imaging, while it is labor-intensive and hard to standardize due to its relatively low resolution. For this, BAC-based array CGH has been developed, printing chromosomal regions on a glass slide. However, the oligo-based array CGH (aCHG) has been the method that revolutionized molecular cytogenetics. When performing such experiment, DNA samples are labeled with fluorescence dyes hybridized on a matrix of synthetic short oligo-nucleotides, which are synthesized *in-situ* on a glass slide [@b0050]. Data analysis was supported further by automation, even during capturing the microscopic images of interest [@b0055]. Today, there are various resolution arrays on the market, suitable for several types of analysis, with the highest resolution of 200 b obtained in SNP arrays. Nevertheless, CGH cannot be employed for the detection of inversions, balanced translocations, reciprocal insertions or mosaicism, while this method cannot locate the SV regions, which are not mapped by the array probes used [@b0060].

3. Long read sequencing revolutionizes medical genetics {#s0015}
=======================================================

Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) has introduced nanopore DNA sequencing [@b0065], while Pacific Bioscences (PacBio) commercialized long-read single-molecule sequencing using single-molecule real time (SMRT) technique [@b0070]. These long-read sequencing technologies can produce reads of approximately 10 kb in length, with many being of over 100 kb in length, while the maximum read length may be over 1 Mb [@b0075].

Long read sequencing has the potential to capture clinically important large genomic structural rearrangements as well as repetitive sequences and single nucleotide variants, overcoming the limitations of NGS short reads, which produce reads spanning 50--600 bp, as the detection of SVs from short read data often suffers from low sensitivity (30--70%) and high false discovery rate (up to 85%) [@b0075]. On the other hand, and despite recent improvements in computational tools and ONT chemistry, which result in higher data yields, long read sequencing exhibits a high error rate, in the range of 5%--15% on a single nucleotide resolution [@b0080], [@b0085]. PacBio technology produces data of better quality, overall, although with a 13--15% error rate [@b0090]. Yet, new releases of bioinformatics tools, almost on a monthly basis, lead to single nucleotide variant calling and SV breakpoints identification of improved quality and precision.

Today, two main computational approaches prevail: reference-based alignment of reads with structural variation calling and *de novo assembly* followed by reference-based assembly alignment ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). The former is advantageous in terms of lower coverage requirements (∼15X) towards the identification of heterozygous variants, whereas the latter resolves the full spectrum of human genome variation, including large SVs [@b0075].Table 1Bioinformatics methods for the discovery and identification of structural variants by long read sequencing.Bioinformatics analysisSelected methodsReferencesSequencing technologyReference based alignment of reads with structural variation callingReads alignmentNGMLRSedlazeck, Rescheneder, et al. [@b0105]ONT or PacBioMinimap2Li [@b0100]Variant callingSnifflesSedlazeck, Rescheneder, et al. [@b0105]SVIMHeller and Vingron [@b0110]SMRT-SVHuddleston et al. [@b0120]PacBioPBHoneyEnglish et al. [@b0115]VisualizationIGVRobinson et al. [@b0125]ONT or PacBioRibbonNattestad, Chin, et al. [@b0130]*De novo assembly* followed by reference-based assembly alignmentAssemblyCanuKoren et al. [@b0150], [@b0155]ONT or PacBioWtdbg2Ruan and Li [@b0135]FALCONChin et al. [@b0145]PacBioAssembly alignment and visualizationMUMerMarcais et al. [@b0160]ONT or PacBioQUASTGurevich et al. [@b0165]Assembly-based SV detectionAssembliticsNattestad and Schatz [@b0170]

3.1. Reference-based alignment of reads with structural variation calling {#s0020}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Currently, the highest accuracy in SV calling has been achieved by the CoNvex Gap-cost align Ments for Long Reads (NGMLR) mapper or the Minimap2 aligner, followed by Sniffles or SVIM variant callers [@b0095], [@b0100]. As shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} these information technology tools can be used for both ONT and PacBio reads.

NGMLR was designed to quickly and correctly align the reads of interest, including those spanning (complex) SVs. NGMLR uses the convex gap-cost scoring model to accurately align long reads across small indels that commonly occur as sequencing errors. Moreover, larger and complex SVs are captured through spot-read alignments [@b0105]. Minimap2 aligner is faster than NGMLR as it works like most whole genome aligners (seed-chain-align procedure). In short, Minimap2 indexes the minimizers of the reference and stores a list of locations of the minimizer copies as a value. Then, Minimap2 takes query minimizers and finds exact matches to the reference for each query sequence. A set of collinear matches to the reference are identified as chains. Minimap2, next, performs a dynamic programming-based global alignment between adjacent matches to the reference in a chain [@b0100]. Sniffles is a variant caller that detects all types of SVs from long read alignments: indels, duplications, inversions, translocations, and nested events. It was made as a complementary tool to the NGMLR aligner, but it can be used with any aligner. For the detection of large and complex events, Sniffles uses split-read information, while small indels that can be spanned within a single read are detected by within-alignment scanning. Additionally, Sniffles can reconstruct the haplotype structure of a sample by read-based phasing of SVs and thus determines adjacent or nested events [@b0105]. Another variant caller that can be used for large nested structural variants is Structural Variant Identification Method (SVIM). SVIM can detect deletions, insertions, tandem and interspersed duplications, inversions and novel element insertions. It consists of three components: collection, clustering and combination of structural variant signatures from read alignments [@b0110].

Within PacBio reads, large SVs can be identified by PBHoney or SMRT-SV, too. PBHoney comprises two variant identifications approaches; a) PBHoney-Spots considers intra-read discordance by a subsequent increase or decrease in error along the reference sequence and b) PBHoney-Tails identifies structural variants by realigning soft-clipped tails of long reads (\>10,000 bp) to the reference genome [@b0115]. SMART-SV identifies signatures of putative structural variation from the alignments of raw reads to the reference genome, and then, it generates local assemblies from regions with structural variation signatures [@b0120].

Even though read aligners as Minimap2 and NGMLR explicitly take large SVs \> 50 bp into account, it is still not clear how these aligners and variant callers are detecting complex variants spanning few Mbp lengths with multiple structural rearrangement events. SV detection and identification is challenging using current analytical approaches, especially when SVs are longer than the average read length. For SVs that were identified using Sniffles after NGLMR alignment, the SV validation status (per length of SVs) failed to detect any true variants spanning over 7.5 kb [@b0095]. To identify heterozygous SVs remains also challenging. SMRT-SV analysis of SVs on a pseudodiploid genome, which was constructed *in silico* by merging two haploids, have missed more than a half (∼59%) of the heterozygous SVs [@b0120].

Simple large chromosomal rearrangements, like multi-locus deletions, are easy to be determined. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an 13.2 Mb deletion that was successfully detected and identified using either short or long read data ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). In any case, following the SV detection of interest, visualization should be optimal and plays a pivotal role to determine which genes (or exons) are involved in the structural rearrangement. Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) is a commonly used tool for the interactive exploration of reference-based aligned data and SVs [@b0125]. Furthermore, the Ribbon tool (genomeribon.com) displays the alignments along the reference and query sequences nicely, together with any associated variant calls in the sample [@b0130].Fig. 1A 13.2 Mb large deletion on chromosome 4. (A) Detection and identification by CNV analysis of the target clinical exome short read sequencing data. (B) Identification by long reads sequencing.

3.2. *De novo assembly* followed by reference-based assembly alignment {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To complement reference-based alignment with variant calling, *de novo* assembly can also identify the structure of nested SVs. In such case, Canu, wtbg2, and FALCON are frequently used tools for the *de novo* assembly of long reads. Canu and wtdbg2 can assemble long nosy reads produced by ONT and PacBio sequencing, while FALCON can assemble PacBio reads only. Wtbg2 is using the fuzzy Bruijn graph approach when assembling the human genome, which has a great advantage of being tens of times faster than Canu and FALCON, while producing contigs of comparable base accuracy [@b0135]. However, to uncover the diploid nature of the genome and thus, the heterozygous large complex SVs, the user needs to construct a diploid genome assembly. Haploid assemblers mostly collapse the two sequences into one haploid consensus sequence that arbitrarily alternates between both alleles [@b0140]. Consequently, heterozygous variants are misidentified, as they are left out of an assembly or are represented only as alternate contig sequences. FALCON and FALCON-Unzip are used to assemble long PacBio reads into a highly accurate, contiguous, and correctly phased diploid genome assembly. FALCON use reads to construct a string graph that contains sets of "haplotype-fused" contigs as well as bubbles, representing divergent regions between homologous sequences. In addition, FALCON-Unzip forms the final diploid assembly and uses phasing information from heterozygous positions [@b0145]. Furthermore, Canu is a widely used assembler connecting three stages: correction, trimming and assembly. The correction step aligns long reads to each other and thus, selects the best overlaps to use for correction. Then, the trimming stage identifies the unsupported regions in the input and trims and splits reads to their longest supported range. During the assembly stage, Canu makes the final pass to identify sequencing errors and next, constructs the best overlap graph [@b0150]. To construct a diploid genome, Canu has recommendations how to set options when dealing with polyploid genomes, where one option is to avoid collapsing the genome and thus, ending up with double the size of the genome. Canu has also an option to produce the complete assembly of parental haplotypes with trio binning. It uses short reads from two parental genomes to partition long reads from an offspring into haplotype-specific sets prior to the assembly. Each haplotype is then assembled independently, resulting in a complete diploid reconstruction [@b0155].

After having a consensus sequence, the next step is to align it to the reference genome and investigate, if the structure of the rearrangement(s) in question can be assessed. Genome sequence aligner nucmer (part of the MUMmer system) has been widely applied to align whole genome sequences, compare different assemblies of the same genome and align reads to the reference, even though it is less sensitive and accurate than the dedicated read aligners [@b0160]. Additionally, mummerplot with delta-filer enables an informative visualization of the assembly alignment to the reference. With a diploid assembly of good quality, which has large complex SVs included into contigs, the user can precisely solve the length and the structure of the rearrangement in question. The high-resolution visualization of inversions, misassemblies and translocations can also be nicely generated by QUAST. QUAST applies nucmer to align assemblies to a reference genome followed by the quality evaluation of the assemblies by calculating specific metrics, including misassemblies and SVs (to name a few, the number of misassemblies, the assembled contigs length, the number of the unaligned contigs or the number of the ambiguously mapped contigs) [@b0165]. Finally, Assemblytics uses the delta file produced by nucmer to detect and analyse variants from a *de novo* genome assembly aligned to a reference genome. Assemblytics can identify all the insertions and deletions from 1b up to a maximum 10 kb in size. The maximum limit is defined by the minimum amount of the unique contig sequence anchor, contained in no other alignments of that contig. In that way, it prevents translocations and complex variants from being interpreted as indels [@b0170].

4. Hybrid approaches to the rescue {#s0030}
==================================

When thinking of important technological advances for the discovery and identification of SVs, BioNano optical mapping, 10x Genomics or chromatin conformation capture (Hi-C) crosslinking protocols should not be overlooked ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Long range sequencing and mapping platforms.PlatformGeneral characteristicKey features for the determination of SVsLimitations for the determination of SVsLong reads sequencing (Oxford Nanopore Sequencing, PacBio SMRT sequencing)Single-molecule long read sequencing averaging ∼10 kSingle reads spanning whole SV or its break pointsLarge quantities of high molecular weight DNA\
High error rateBioNano Genomics optical mappingOptical mapping of long DNA reads ∼250 kb or longerSingle molecule spanning structural variants \> 10 kbDoes not provide a nucleotide-level resolution of breakpoints10X Genomic ChromiumLinked short reads spanning ∼100 kbLinked reads spanning ∼100 kb can detect large SV variants \> 10 kbUnable to identify complex inversionsHi-C based analysisPairs of short reads formed from crosslinking chromatin interactionsChromatin contact maps determining large SV with reads spanning breakpoints and reads located nearby the breakpointsLimited in detecting SVs within 1 MB scale\
Does not provide a nucleotide-level resolution of breakpointsStrand-SeqSingle-cell/single-strand genome sequencingPossible to identify, haplotypes and h genomic rearrangements including complex inversionsHigh cost and demanding procedure (the protocol requires viable mitotic cells)[^1]

BioNano Genomics combines long-read technology with low resolution sequencing. Enzymes nick and fluorescently label specific sequences within DNA fragments that are up to ∼1 Mb long. Then, fragments are assembled and/or aligned to the reference genome to map the locations of the probes in question. This approach can identify SVs that span up to tens of kb, however it does not provide a nucleotide-level resolution. For detecting the precise structure of genomic rearrangements, BioNano optical mapping can serve as a good companion to NGS technologies by providing a long-range scaffold to *de novo* genome assemblies [@b0175]. Due to the error prone specifics of long reads, optical mappings are mostly used in combination with either short read data or linked read data [@b0180], [@b0185]. On the other hand, optical mapping combines signals, so that only the summed effect may be measured, when two or more SVs are within a given pair of cleavage sites, making it difficult to assess complex chromosomal rearrangements [@b0075].

A multi-platform comparison between BioNano optical mappings, Illumina short read sequencing and PacBio long read sequencing revealed that insertions and deletions between 10 kb and 1 Mb are most accurately detected by BioNano optical mapping. Insertions between 1 kb and 5 kb can be detected by BioNano, PacBio as well as their synergy, whereas deletions can be identified either with short-reads or long-reads as well as by BioNano optical mapping. Additionally, median size insertions (between 50 b and 1 kb) are mostly detected by PacBio, while some deletions can be detected only with Illumina short reads. Large inversions (\>50 kb) were detected only by single-cell/single-strand genome sequencing [@b0190]. The latter can distinguish forward from reverse strands based on their 5′-3′ orientation. For each chromosome within the cell, this method can determine the inheritance patterns for each DNA template strand. An inversion can be observed as homozygous or heterozygous, but the structure of a nested rearrangement cannot be identified.

10x Genomics or Hi-C crosslinking protocols can also determine a *de novo* assembly and hence, SV structures, as they are both coupled with short read sequencing to provide base-pair-resolution. The chromium technology from 10x Genomics enables identification determination of a diploid genome sequence at high resolution. It does so, by partitioning large DNA fragments into micelles, which typically contain \< 0.3x copies of the genome and one unique barcode. In each micelle, smaller fragments are amplified and barcoded, afterwards the pooled DNA undergoes a standard library preparation and sequencing. The reads are aligned and linked together to form a series of anchored fragments, which can span up to 100 kb in length [@b0175], [@b0195]. Furthermore, entire eukaryotic chromosomes as well as chromosomal rearrangements were resolved using high-quality draft assembly, produced by short- or long- read sequencing in combination with Hi-C crosslinking protocols. This is a chromosome conformation capture-based technique, which simultaneously captures long-range interactions among pairs of fragments and fragment-specific nucleotide sequence​ [@b0200], [@b0205], [@b0210], [@b0215].

5. Functional studies {#s0035}
=====================

Experiencing the era of big data and technological advances, a series of wet- and dry-lab approaches hold the promise of translating information growth into knowledge growth. In this context, synergies play a pivotal role, in particular if clinical relevance and cost-effectiveness are considered; multi-omics may map inter-individual variability via holistic profiling, 3D cell (co)cultures may dissect molecular mechanisms and provide mechanistic insight, and information technologies may inform decision-making.

Upon interpretation of complex SV, prominent key questions go beyond inferring their architecture, questioning their role (if any). To this end, reconstructing and visualizing such complex variant structures is not trivial, while functional predictions remain a bottleneck. Looking for sustainable and cost-effective strategies given the scale of current and forthcoming genome sequencing endeavours, one might consider the synergy of artificial and human intelligence [@b0220]. Humans can detect patterns, which computer algorithms may fail to do so, whereas data-intensive and cognitively complex settings and processes limit human ability [@b0225]. We feel that it is highly likely complex SVs are more prevalent, and more architecturally diverse, than currently recognized due to under-ascertainment and misinterpretation. To date, the accuracy of interpretation depends entirely on the accuracy of the underlying breakpoint calls, and hence, current breakpoint mapping strategies suffer from high false negative or positive rates or both [@b0230], [@b0235], [@b0240].

Mechanistically minded studies aim to reconstruct the mutational events that resulted in the SV of interest, as already experienced in ancestral genome reconstruction using breakpoint graphs [@b0245], [@b0250], and for inferring the mutational history of segmental duplications by modified A-Bruijn graphs [@b0255] or DAWGs [@b0260]. Despite genome-scale models are subjected to simplifying assumptions to prevent computational complexity, optimal pipelines should be possible for any given complex variant. How are such optimal strategies defined? Taking into account current mutation models, this answer remains challenging.

Karyotyping with or without FISH are considered effective ways of identifying large scale structural variation, despite their relatively low resolution [@b0265]. Genome wide Hi-C, which was developed to identify spatial genome organization [@b0270], [@b0275] is emerging as a tool for identifying structural variants [@b0200], [@b0205] as well as de-novo genome assembly [@b0280]. Jacobson et al performed Hi-C and RNA-sequencing to identify and compare large SVs in HL-60 and HL-60/S4 cell lines and validated the accuracy of their approach [@b0210]. A framework that integrates optical mapping, Hi-C and whole-genome sequencing was employed to resolve complex SVs and phase multiple SV events to a single haplotype [@b0200]. Notably, noncoding SVs raise concerns as they may be underappreciated mutational drivers in cancer genomes.

Multi-omics could be of great benefit in resolving the enigma of the functional role of SVs. A multi-omics design was employed to explore the presence of SVs in heart failure patients due to dilated cardiomyopathy, in which genomic aberrations were linked to myocardial gene expression by performing heart-specific SV-eQTL and SV-load correlations [@b0285]. In the same study, high-density methylation arrays, PCR-based and nanopore sequencing were coupled to transverse aortic constriction to investigate potential dysregulation of SV-eQTL homologous transcripts in mice with induced heart failure [@b0200]. Zook et al. integrated sequence-resolved SV calls from diverse technologies and SV calling approaches towards a benchmark for germline SV detection enabling the assessment of both false negative and false positive rates. The authors aimed to evaluate SV accuracy from essentially any genomic technology, including short, linked, and long read sequencing technologies, optical mapping and electronic mapping [@b0240][.]{.ul}

3D cell co-cultures may address the challenge of heterogeneous cell mixtures with possibly different numbers of mutations. Cancer serves as a paradigm, as admixture between normal and tumor cells is present or cell subpopulations that may contain a range of SVs, including driver or drug resistance mutations. Despite single cell technologies [@b0290], the signal for detecting variants in the majority of current sequencing efforts is proportional to the number of cells in the mixture that contain that variant and therefore, the normal cells present will reduce the power to detect somatic mutations. Furthermore, the detection of rare mutations in the tumor cell population will be even lower [@b0295]. 3D cell co-cultures not only enable in-depth single cell phenotyping, but also allows cell-to-cell mapping minimizing artefacts [@b0300], [@b0305].

6. A clinical example {#s0040}
=====================

Our pipeline was employed to resolve a clinical case where a large structural rearrangement was observed by G-banded karyotype ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, A), followed by the identification of a large triplication with duplications upon screening for large insertion(s) or deletion(s) using aCGH ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, B). Mapping the chromosomal regions 7q11.21, 7q11.22, and 7q11.23 by multiple combinations of specific FISH probes, the triplication was validated and confirmed ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, C), while an extra inversion was detected ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, D). Thus, an inverted triplication of 7q11.22 embedded within the 7q11.21q11.23 duplication segment was proposed.Fig. 2Identification of a large complex SV by a synergy of cytogenetic approaches. (A) The observed G-banded karyotype. (B) The result of aCGH indicating the 1.93 Mb duplication of segment 7q11.21, 5.27 Mp triplication of segment 7q11.21q11.22 and 1.33 Mb duplication of segment 7q11.23. (C) The 7q11.22 triplication is detected by FISH. The regions 7q11.21 (orange), 7q11.22 (green) and 7q11.23 (orange) are shown by combined FISH. (D) The result of FISH inversion detection using distal (RP11-409J21) and proximal (CEP 7, Agilent) probes. (E) Two different possible scenarios: I. if the colour pattern oscillates between red and green, the inversion is not present, II.: the presence of inversion is confirmed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Taking into account that the analysis of large complex rearrangements and high-resolution breakpoints profiling remain difficult, cytogenetic approaches do not suffice and hence, multi-step synergies of state-of-the-art genomic sequencing and mapping technologies are emerging to shed light on clinical phenotypes.

Nanopore MinION technology was applied to determine the precise variant configuration of the large complex SV previously observed by G-banded karyotype, aCGH and FISH. Median read quality was 12.44, representing a 13.2x theoretical coverage of the human genome, with an average N50 read length of 10.2 kb. Currently, there is no gold standard bioinformatics approach for detecting and identifying SVs with long reads, especially when the chromosomal rearrangement in question is few Mbp in length. To identify the structural variant(s) and break points that could explain the underlying chromosomal rearrangement in the clinical case in question several computational approaches have been explored ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3The bioinformatics pipeline set herein for the analysis of the large complex SV in question by Nanopore MinION technology. Best identification results were acquired via the synergy of reference alignment and *de novo* assembly approaches.

A read depth analysis was performed ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, A) to define and confirm with high resolution a gain in the reads coverage observed with aCGH ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, B). Read-depth analysis can identify the gain for triplication and duplication, yet the precise breakpoints cannot be defined (reads coverage variation). Our findings on read coverage were inconsistent when probable breakpoints were explored by the NGMLR mapper and Minimap2 aligner ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} A); a gain in read coverage was obtained by Minimap2 vs. NGMLR, which revealed a lower number of reads on these areas. Such discrepancies may be attributed to the specifics of each algorithm for reads splitting at breakpoints. Upon aligning the reads to the reference genome by the NGMLR mapper or Minimap2 aligner and next, variant calling by Sniffles or SVIM (with parameter optimization for a minimum SV size of 1000 and maximum SV size of 10,000,000), we did not detect any variants that could explain the observed read coverage gain in question. However, variant calling with SVIM on the reads aligned with the NGMLR mapper revealed one inversion (namely, INV 2 on [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, A). Moreover, to overcome the high frequency of errors in long reads, we have used Canu self-correction and a trimming step. Since it is estimated that Canu needs 20,000 CPU hours to assemble the whole human genome, we have selected only reads that have aligned on chromosome 7. Because of the different alignment of reads on probable breakpoints, a slightly different set of reads was selected from the NGMLR mapper or Minimap2 aligner. After NGLMR alignment, we have detected a few probable inversions and one tandem duplication by SVIM ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) and a probable duplication by Sniffles in the area of interest. Neither of the variant callers used on the reads aligned by Minimap2 resulted in any large SV that could explain the rearrangement under investigation, thereupon a higher coverage would be needed. Overall, applying the reference-based alignment approach, we empowered long reads technology and demonstrated the detection of a few kb large inversions, insertions or deletions. When many reads span along the whole SV, the breakpoint can be clearly seen with base-pair-resolution in IGV ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, C.2) or Ribbon ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, C.1). However, when a structural variation is nested and much larger than the average read, it is still a great challenge to resolve the complex SV structure and determine the precise breakpoints ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, B).Fig. 4Visualization of the large complex SV in question, following the application of long reads sequencing. (A) The gain in the reads coverage of 7q11.21q11.23q21.11 obtained by Minimap2 aligner and NGMLR mapper and the detected SVs. (B) The Ribbon view of the reads spanning the 7.7 Mb large inversion. (C.1) The Ribbon and (C.2) IGV views of the reads spanning the 15.8 kb large inversion.

In addition to true SVs, we have also observed many large false positives SVs detected by any combination of aligner and variant caller. To our knowledge, CNV detection for long read whole genome sequencing is not yet available, thus pointing towards the need to combine long read sequencing with cytogenetic or optical mapping approaches to better define the structural rearrangement(s) and region of interest. Assembly approaches did not give us any additional valuable information, most probably because of insufficient coverage. In diagnostics, reaching a high coverage as 50x or more with Nanopore technology is still costly and requires a relatively higher amount (up to 10\^3) of high molecular weight DNA samples in comparison to short read sequencing. As shown in our case study, it remains difficult to ensure a sufficient amount of DNA to acquire optimal coverage. No doubt, continuous optimization of the library preparation protocols as well as sequencing pipelines are in place, with the aim to lower required DNA input for the same data quality.

7. Summary and outlook {#s0045}
======================

The success in the identification of genomic structural rearrangement(s) in routine clinical protocols mainly depends on the complexity and size of SVs. Short and/or simple SV are being successfully identified by cytogenetic techniques or short read sequencing, while large nested and complex rearrangements demand case-specific investigation via the application of novel emerging technologies as those presented in our clinical example. A clinical phenotype of unexplained severe DD or DD with multiple embedded or associated gain/loss genomic events identified by aCGH may be indicative for long-read sequencing application, accompanied by the presented bioinformatics approaches. The identification of the exact composition of the underlying structural rearrangement may improve treatment and prognosis counselling as well as potential future family planning. Such novel technologies will be of great benefit when standardized and validated analytical protocols become widely available. There is still a missing gap in guidelines and standards for identifying the detailed composition of large structural rearrangements. When facing a rare few Mbp in size nested SV it is difficult to decide which approach to use to provide the most suitable diagnosis to the patient. Long read sequencing carries a huge potential to become the routinely used technology for identifying large structural rearrangements in clinical diagnostics, yet several challenges need to be resolved, among others, increasing the average length of the reads ideally encompassing the whole region of the rearrangements of interest. Of note, the technology should be cost-effective, to be of benefit to a health care. To set a benchmark system, herein, we performed cytogenetic screening with low resolution, first, to select cases where long read sequencing would be of benefit. Notwithstanding, relatively high error rates are still a bottleneck in genetic testing by long reads.
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[^1]: PacBio SMRT, Pacific Biosciences single-molecule real time.
